We need YOU to make Indiana’s Bicentennial come alive for your county !!!

Learn about Indiana’s past two-hundred years; analyze Indiana’s present, and plan for Indiana’s future by participating in this four-day Summer Institute at Indiana University Southeast, July 12-15, 2015. Educators and GIS professionals will create legacy resources: county maps, timelines, and curriculum. Citizens will learn and experience Indiana’s past, present, and future. Families will enrich relationships through the many experiential learning opportunities. Professional Grown Points, graduate and undergraduate credit are available if needed. For more information visit the GENI website at http://www.iupui.edu/~geni or call
Two-Hundred Years: Mapping Indiana’s Bicentennial
July 12-16, 2015

Application Form

Name: _____________________________ E-Mail Address ___________________________

Home Address: ____________________________

Home/Cell Telephone: ____________________________

School: ____________________________ District: __________ School Telephone: __________

Grade(s) and class(es) you teach: ____________________________

Years of teaching experience: __________

Do you need Professional Growth Points: yes / no (approximately 55 PGP’s)

Do you need graduate or undergraduate credit through the IUS School of Education? __________

(3 hours of undergraduate / graduate {circle one} credit)

For a registration fee of $120 you will be provided lodging, some meals, and great resources for your classroom.

If selected to participate in the Indiana Bicentennial Summer Institute, I agree to share all information with my colleagues.

Signature: ____________________________ Date __________

You will be asked to have some form of personal liability insurance that you would use in case of an accident while participating in the Institute.

Please feel free to contact us at (317) 274-8879 or geni@iupui.edu for more information.

Note: This is an intense workshop that will require long hours each day (7:30am-9:00pm some days). You will be given information a couple of weeks prior to about the agenda and about the resource production. Your application must be received by May 28 and you will be notified as to your participation selection by June 5, 2015!
Geni at ICSS Conference

The annual Indiana Council for the Social Studies Conference was held in November and GENI was there! Helped with Geography sessions and awards and enjoyed friends and colleagues.

Dr. Bill Dando Honored for a Lifetime of Service Promoting Geographic Literacy

Dr. Bill Dando, retired emeritus from Indiana State University’s Department of Geography, has contributed to the global body of knowledge, education, skills, applications, research, and teaching of Geography and, as a result, was awarded GENI’s highest form of recognition, the Legion of Honor Award. The LoH Award has only been presented to four other individuals for outstanding and distinguished service to Indiana, to GENI, and to Geography Education: Dorothy Drummond, Rick Bein, Roger Jenkinson, and Lou Camilotto. Dr. Dando embodies the qualities of a lifelong geographic learner and educator: forever seeking spatial information for personal and professional betterment and forever sharing said information from a geographic perspective. Bill has earned numerous degrees from various noted (for Geography) institutions around the country. He has traveled the world with a primary focus on Russia/the former Soviet Union, southwest Asia, and the Middle East. Bill has published hundreds of articles dedicating his professional career to articulating the interactions between the environment and humans, specifically, in the regions mentioned previously. Trained as an Agricultural Meteorologist (Climatologist before most people knew what the word meant) in graduate school, Dr. Dando engaged in research of a spatial nature; movement toward a doctorate in Geography was natural.

From Pennsylvania, to North Dakota, to Indiana ... and everywhere else Bill and his wife, Caroline, have lived and worked, focus on geographic research and teaching have been a priority. Areas of Bill’s strongest expertise revolve around global famines and food shortages and the Bible. Toward these topics, Bill and Caroline have published numerous books, the latest of which is “Geography of the Holy Land – New Insights” (2013, ISBN: 978-986-89423-0-1), is available via Amazon on behalf of the Association of American Geographers. Previous works have focused on the former Soviet Union and famines or chronic hunger issues. Caroline is fluent in Russian; so, their combined areas of expertise aided in understanding historic and current issues during the Cold War in Central Asia and western Europe.

Dr. Dando’s work on behalf of the National Council for Geographic Education, as a former President, Committee Member, and contributor, ensured that accurate geographic knowledge was being disseminated through decades of conferences, committee work, writing, and editing. He ensured a successful 1998 NCGE Annual Conference in Indianapolis. All three of Bill’s children are employed in professions that revolve around Geography … spatial thinking. Caroline and Bill plan to continue researching and publishing books, to travel visiting family and friends, and to enjoy their very spatial lives! THANK YOU to Dr. Bill Dando for his decades of service to the profession of Geography throughout Indiana, the nation, and the world!!!
GENI Goes to the International Festival

The Giant Traveling Map of Indiana and the National Geographic Giant Maps of North America and South America made an appearance at the Indianapolis International Festival in November, 2014. GENI provided students and visitors from throughout Indiana (& Illinois) the opportunity to explore geography on their own two feet. GENI assisted students and visitors with the Passport Activity, the International Back-Pack Scavenger Hunt, work on the 3 Giant Maps, and Middle School On-Site Inter-Actives … all to improve Geographic Literacy & Global Competency.
GENI Executive Director, Kathy Kozenski, recently visited Washington D.C. where she attended the annual National Geographic Alliance Coordinators’ Meeting. While there she met with Indiana Senators and Congressmen to update them on Geography Education happenings in Indiana and around the country. An opportunity to have her photograph taken with Juan Valdes, THE GEOGRAPHER (Chief Cartographer) at the National Geographic provided a very special moment.

Kathy also represented GENI at the Indiana Geographic Information Council Government Forum in the fall of 2014. The Forum was held at Beck’s Hybrids in Hamilton County... an amazing facility that is changing the nature of seed corn around the world. GENI partners with IGIC on many fronts: hospitality, education outreach for GIS professionals and for K+ educators, webinars, conferences, position papers, visuals … mostly advocacy on behalf of Geographic literacy.
National Conference on Geographic Education

Celebrate 100 years of the NCGE!!! Connect with geography education leaders from around the world by attending the 2015 National Conference on Geographic Education, August 6-9, 2015 in Washington, D.C. NCGE’s annual meeting provides a forum for leaders in geography education to meet, exchange information, and ideas that inform national, state, and local programs and curricula. For more information visit www.ncge.org/conference.

IGIC Poster Contest

The annual GIS Poster Contest provides an excellent opportunity for students to present their work to the GIS community. All current undergraduate and graduate students from universities in Indiana are eligible. Students are invited to submit illustrations of how GIS is used. Posters will be judged on introduction and methodology, statement of objective, relation to previous research, and relation of findings to objectives. A printed copy of submissions along with a digital file must be submitted to Matt Johnson at mrj21@indiana.edu by April 30th. Posters may be delivered to IGIC at: IGIC, attention Phil Worrell, 777 Indiana Avenue Suite 210, Indianapolis, IN
**Educator Opportunities**

**Conservation Educator Academy**

**June 15-18, 2015**

The Indianapolis Zoo and Ball State University will offer the Conservation Educator Academy, an institute to help teachers develop and implement inquiry-based lesson plans that employ resources and ideas associated with the Simon Skjodt International Orangutan Center and the Indianapolis Zoo in the areas of science and conservation. To register, email: edstaff@indyzoo.com

**Indiana Natural Resources Teacher Institute**

**June 22-26, 2015**

The Indiana Natural Resources Institute is a multi-day professional development workshop that will bring 18 teachers from across the state to Morgan-Monroe State Forest to see firsthand how forestry works in Indiana. It emphasizes the importance of conservation of natural resources with special attention given to Indiana’s forest and forest products. Participants will develop a curriculum project and will earn 30+ Professional Growth Points and receive a stipend upon completion of the project. For more information contact Donna Rogler at plt@dnr.in.gov or call 317-234-5143.
The Geography of Tornadoes OR “Auntie Em, Auntie Em”

BY: Charles Bowman, Tipton

Purpose: In order to assist students in comprehending natural disasters native to the state of Indiana, research and mapping projects focusing on tornadoes will be practiced.

Teaching Levels: This particular lesson plan was designed for students in grades 6-9.

Geography Standards: The Geographically informed person knows and understands: 

#1 - how to use maps and other geographic representations, tools and technologies to acquire, process and report information from a spatial perspective,
#4 - the physical and human characteristics of places,
#5 - that people create regions to interpret Earth’s complexity,
#7 - the physical processes that shape the patterns of Earth’s surface and
#18 - how to apply geography to interpret the present and plan for the future.

Objectives: As a result of completing this activity, students will

- learn basic facts about tornadoes,
- map two selected tornado statistics by state, and
- observe, analyze and speculate about the pattern(s) created by the completed map.

Materials Required:

- overhead projector
- Data Sheet “Average Yearly Number of Deaths by state
- Tornado Quiz (one per student) Tornadoes & Tornado Deaths by state
- overhead transparency of the Answers to the Tornado Quiz State 1950-1994 (one per student) - U.S. Map (one per student)
- one colored pencil per student
- Map instructions (one per student)

Background:

This background is based on updated statistics provided by Dave Tucek of the National Weather Service in Indianapolis. The original lesson came from Building Skills in Geography, Boehm, Bybee & Peterson, Glencoe Publishing Company, 1990, p. 123. By mapping tornado frequency and tornado deaths by state, patterns emerge to show areas of the U.S. affected greatly by tornadoes (dubbed “Tornado Alley”) and also those areas of the U.S. that are relatively safe from tornado activity. Other sources consulted for this lesson were The Earth: A Physical and Human Geography by Harm J. deBlij, John Wiley and Sons, 1987, p. 114 and two recent articles from the March 10, 1996 Indianapolis Star, “The Tornado Warning” and “Birth of a Killer”. I like to use this lesson in conjunction with the annual statewide tornado preparedness drill, usually conducted in mid-March.
Procedure:

1. Pose the following question to the class: “How many of you have ever seen a tornado?” Discuss, briefly, responses with the students. Continue by asking: “How many of you might consider yourself to be an expert on tornadoes?” Discuss any responses. Then, distribute the Tornado Quiz; each student should take the quiz independently. Then, have each student grade their own quiz as the teacher reviews the answers on an overhead.

2. Now that the students know a little more about tornadoes, explain to them that they will create a U.S. map based on tornado statistics provided by the National Weather Service. Ask: “What kinds of tornado statistics in the U.S. could be mapped, over a period of time?” Discuss the answers (possibly, number of tornadoes, deaths related to tornadoes, damage in terms of dollars caused by tornadoes). Then, inform the students that they will be mapping the yearly number of tornadoes by state as well as the average yearly number of deaths caused by tornadoes by state. The time period for their data will be 1950-1994. 3. Distribute to the students a U.S. map, the map instructions, and the data sheet (as follows). The students should follow instructions; you may want to perform the first statistical mapping with them (HINT: TODALSS is an acronym that relates to the components of a good map which the students must incorporate into their maps -- title, orientation, date, author, legend, scale and source). Make sure that the numbers (i.e., 20/6 - # of tornadoes and # of deaths per year) within each state are explained in the legend. Otherwise the map reader will not understand the significance of the map.

3. When the students are completed with their maps, discuss the results: What significant observations do you note? Where are tornadoes most likely to occur? Least likely? Why? Which states are the least deadly? Most deadly? [Is it Texas with the largest total number of deaths? Or is it Massachusetts with a high ratio between the numbers of tornadoes and deaths? It is interesting to note that Massachusetts is the only non-contiguous state mapped. In June 1953, Massachusetts had one powerful tornado that killed some 90 people; this one, very deadly tornado pushes the average number of deaths per tornado way up for this state.] Does a 0/0 in 4. Alaska mean they have never reported a tornado or had no one die between 1950-1994 due to a tornado to necessarily; remember, the numbers indicate an average over 45 years. Actually, Alaska reported one tornado with no deaths over this 45 year period. But a state like Colorado ported ten total deaths over the same time period; this figure, however, averages less than one death per year, so a “0” is recorded.

4. Next, have the students focus on the “why there” question of geography by reading the “Birth of a Killer” article in the March 10, 1996 Indianapolis Star; this article has an excellent explanation incorporating maps and diagrams that states why the mid-west, south and southeast experience more tornadoes than any other areas of the country.

Adaptations / Extensions:

⇒ Using similar data or the above data, students could create choropleth maps (colors for different ranges of data) focusing on total number of tornadoes by state, total number of tornado deaths by state, total number of tornado injuries by state, and total dollar damage caused by tornadoes by state. Rank the states in order for the various statistics, then, color pencil the top ten and the bottom ten. 3. Have the students interview tornado survivors about their experiences. Many Hoosiers have been involved in either the Palm Sunday tornadoes (1965) and/or the Super Outbreak of Tornadoes (1974).

⇒ Have the students research the Fujita Scale; this scale measures tornadoes by wind speed and the resulting damage caused by the varying wind speeds.

⇒ Discuss the regional concept of “Tornado Alley” with the students. Why is a certain state considered a part of the region while another is not? Is Indiana in Tornado Alley? Investigate. 6. Many areas of the U.S. are vulnerable to other natural hazards, such as, earthquakes, volcanoes, floods... Use this lesson as a springboard for studying other natural hazards and their geographic distributions and the concepts of regions.
MAP INSTRUCTIONS:

Locate and label each state, using the zip code abbreviation for each state on the chart. In addition, for each state, put the average number of tornadoes per year followed by the average number of tornado deaths per year. For example, Alabama would look like: AL 20/6; indicating that Alabama is abbreviated AL with 20 tornadoes reported (average) each year and an average of 6 deaths due to tornadoes each year. 

Using a colored pencil of your choice, shade in lightly only those states that have recorded at least one death (on average) per year. Then, apply TODALSS to your map. Make sure your title is accurate and that the numbers you used on your map are explained as part of your legend. 3. Write down 3-5 significant observations about your completed map. In other words, what pattern(s) does your map reveal?

4. Answer the following questions: (a) What area(s) of the country has the greatest risk to tornadoes? (b) What physical features are associated with this area? (c) What specific physical regions are associated with this area?

TORNADO QUIZ

For each of the following, put a “T” for true statements and a “F” for false statements.

Tornadoes occur more frequently in the United States than in any other country on Earth.

Areas near rivers, lakes and mountains are safe from tornadoes.

As a tornado passes overhead, low pressure associated with it can cause buildings to explode.

Windows should be opened before a tornado approaches to equalize pressure and minimize damage.

In Indiana, tornadoes touch down more frequently between 3-6 p.m. than in any other three hour time period.

Tornadoes can occur during every month in Indiana.

More tornado touch-downs in Indiana have occurred in April than in any other month.

Texas ranks first in the number of reported tornadoes.

Indiana ranks first in the total cost of damage as a result of tornadoes.

Mr./Mrs. (insert teacher’s name) has never experienced a tornado “up close and personal.”
Answers to the Tornado Quiz:

1. True 2. False; no place is safe from tornadoes. Yellowstone National Park was affected by a tornado in the late 1980’s. This tornado left a path of destruction up and down a 10,000 foot mountain. 3. False; most structural damage associated with a tornado is due to the violent winds and flying debris slamming into buildings. 4. False; opening windows allows more damaging winds to enter the structure. Leave the windows alone and, instead, quickly go to a safe place. 5. True; In Indiana, between 1950-1994, 316 reported tornado touch-downs occurred during the 3:00-6:00 p.m. period followed closely by 249 touch-downs between the 6:00-9:00 p.m. period and 231 between noon and 3:00 p.m. The three-hour time period in which the least number of tornadoes occurred was 30 between 3:00-6:00 a.m. 6. True

7. False; Between 1950-1994, June had the most reported tornado touch-downs with 258. April was a close second with 244, May had 118 and March 103. January was the month with the fewest reported touch-downs over the time period with 10 touch-downs. 8. True; Between 1950-1994, 5,490 tornadoes were reported in Texas. Indiana had 886 tornadoes. 9. False; Between 1950-1994 (in adjusted dollars to reflect inflation) Texas was the first with about $1.96 billion dollars in damage, but Indiana was a close second at about $1.65 billion dollars in damage. 10. (fill in the appropriate answer from the teacher’s experiences)

AVERAGE YEARLY NUMBER OF TORNADOES & AVERAGE YEARLY DEATHS CAUSED BY TORNADOES: 1950-1994

Alabama AL 20/6
Montana MT 4/0
Alaska AK 0/0
Nebraska NE 37/1
Arizona AZ 3/0
Nevada NV 1/0
Arkansas AR 19/6
New Hampshire NH 2/0
California CA 5/0
New Jersey NJ 2/0
Colorado CO 25/0
New Mexico NM 9/0
Connecticut CT 1/0
New York NY 6/0
Delaware DE 1/0
North Carolina NC 13/2
Florida FL 45/2
North Dakota ND 18/0
Georgia GA 20/3
Ohio OH 14/4
Hawaii HI 1/0
Oklahoma OK 51/5
Idaho ID 3/0
Oregon OR 1/0
Illinois IL 25/4
Pennsylvania PA 10/2
Indiana IN 20/5
Rhode Island RI 0/0
Iowa IA 31/1
South Carolina SC 9/1
Kansas KS 47/4
South Dakota SD 25/0
Kentucky KY 8/2
Tennessee TN 11/4
Louisiana LA 24/3
Texas TX 122/11
Maine ME 2/0
Utah UT 2/0
Maryland MD 3/0
Vermont VT 1/0
Massachusetts MA 3/2
Virginia VA 6/1
Michigan MI 16/5
Washington WA 1/0
Minnesota MN 18/2
West Virginia WV 2/0
Mississippi MS 23/9
Wisconsin WI 19/2
Missouri MO 26/3
Wyoming WY 10/2

source: Indianapolis National Weather Service; spring, 1996

http://www.iupui.edu/it/geni/home.html
Don’t Forget to Checkout the GENI Book Blog and join in the conversation about books as they relate to geography. You can find the blog at:

http://www.geni.iupui.edu/~geni/

It’s not too early to think about scheduling the Giant Traveling Map of Indiana for the 2015-2016 school year. Contact GENI at 317.274.8879 to reserve the map.

This year’s Geography Awareness Week Bookmark Contest winner is Rachel F. - a student of Cathy Dean at Chesterton High School.

Congratulation Rachel !!!
Calendar

**May 8-9, 2015**: GENI Board of Directors Annual Meeting, Fort Benjamin Harrison State Park Inn (contact the GENI office if you would like to attend).

**April 17, 2015**: Digital Public Library Association Conference, Indianapolis Central Library

**May 7, 2015**: Indiana State Library Government Information Day, Indiana State Library

**May 8-9, 2015**: GENI Board of Directors Meeting, The Garrison at Fort Benjamin Harrison State Park, Indianapolis

**May 12-13, 2015**: Indiana Geographic Information Council Annual Conference, Bloomington Convention Center

**July 12-15, 2015**: Two Hundred Years: Mapping Indiana’s Bicentennial Educators Institute, IU Southeast, New Albany

**August 6-9, 2015**: National Council for Geographic Education Annual Conference, Washington, D.C.

It’s not too early to begin thinking about the fall. Plan to attend this year’s GeoFest in October. Watch for more information in the next newsletter.